
Sermon Trinity 2 13th in Ordinary Time.  

1.Kings 19.16.19-21, Galatians 5:1,13-18. Luke 9.51-62 

Looking ahead 

During the time of pandemic and lockdown one of the things that was much 

curtailed was travelling.  The Airlines did little business apart from freight, 

the trains were almost as quite as a strike day and the roads were 

delightfully empty – even I though the broadway quite pleasant for a 

change.  One of the most frequent comments as I celebrated those open 

air masses with a handful of walkers by and the odd dog at the vicarage 

gates was the sound of the bird song – sometimes it was a competition 

who came across loudest.  Today travelling is back strikes and airport 

chaos permitting.  

The time we experienced during pandemic was much closer to Jesus’s 
time and even that of a few generations past in this land.  There was little 

travelling – I remember telling some of you the story of the delightful Harry 

Keys in my first parish in London 30 years ago – he was nearly a hundred 

and asked where he came from always said I’m not from here I’m from 

Paddington (a mile away).  Though blind he liked to wander a little further in 

his old age and even got to the West End.  

Of course the physical journey and the mental spiritual and life journey are 

different things although sometimes for example in the meaning of 

Pilgrimage they are connected.  Pilgrimage was the exception to the no 

travel rule in Jesus’s time. The 3-4 walk from most places in Israel to 

Jerusalem was made with the purpose of refreshing the spirit and soul. 

When making that journey Jews would be reminded of the exodus journey 

from slavery in Egypt to freedom.  Such journeying is a time to think and 

discover: “from what do we need to be freed now” and “how are we going 
to use our lives better as a thank offering to God” amongst them.  

With Jesus the aim, the destination, is vital, but so is the journey itself and 

all that happens. Jesus’s earthly Journey does not cover the world and yet 
his mission is for the whole world. To reconcile creation and creator, 

humanity and divinity.  You know that the earliest Christians were called 

followers of the way – it implies a life of movement and change even if we 

are not changing our address or location.  



Some things work on the way some don’t.  in the chapter before today’s 

gospel Jesus shares the parable of the sower – most of the seed appears 

to be wasted amongst thorns on rocky ground etc – very little reaches good 

soil but where it does it flourishes. We can get discouraged with our lives 

as Christians we can try to offer and encourage others to see and partake 

in the journey we take – the way of life in all its fullness.  Some are not 

interested some fall away some become choked by the cares and and 

needs of the day. In today’s gospel there is a call from our Lord to look 

ahead to keep focussed and also not call down fire upon those who are not 

interested or fall away. (it’s a reference to the OT ministry of Elijah of 

course).  

Few of us do ploughing I’m sure, but just as we wouldn’t drive to the 
supermarket using the rear view mirror so we are to remain focussed on 

our purpose or aim as a Christian family by looking back all the time. 

(though checking the rear view mirror - in faith terms that we are still 

connected with our roots has a place and purpose). 

We also, on our journeying as a parish and as individuals, need to be 

thankful for where we are and what we have. Again prior to the gospel the 

disciples have been squabbling about who is the greatest and of course 

Jesus takes it as an opportunity to remind that greatness on this journey is 

dependent on service not status.  It is a message reinforced by St.Paul’s 
experience of the early church and he reminds us today how love within the 

community is vital to the mission and fruitfulness of the journey.  His words 

seem sharp but they are as relevant today as ever.  

Being a follower of Jesus is not simple and straightforward, Jesus knows 

this.  It’s not carefree holiday time in the sun.  The Christian life is not 
something to be picked up and set aside like a set of golf clubs when there 

is time and opportunity it is a way of  life for the whole journey of life – the 

distressing and joyful, the familiar and strange, home times and the 

holidays times. It can only be thus if individually and together we can follow 

not forget Jesus throughout the journey we call life. It won’t always make 
the journey easier but it will never be wasted.  In Christ therefore we can 

always look ahead.  
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